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Welcome to Geocaching GPS:Great Personal Stories of Romance, Adventure, & Connection.
This book is the first-ever anthology of heart-warming stories dedicated to geocaching. Inside,
you’re invited to enjoy 43 geocaching stories from 4 different continents and experience:Stories
of Romance…You’ll discover six stories that show just how creative geocachers can be when it
comes to meeting the love of their life, proposing to that person, and honoring the love over the
years.Stories of Adventure…From the dangers of searching for geocaches near cliffs or lakes, to
hunting for a cache in prison, these 28 stories are sure to have you feeling the adrenaline right
along with the cacher.Stories of Connection…Geocaching is so much more than just finding the
cache – it’s also about forging life-long friendships, bonding over a shared love of the outdoors,
and meeting new people. Here are 16 stories that do just that!Foreword written by Bryan Roth,
co-founder of geocaching.com

“In the course of her survey, Ms. Pirie, a professor of legal anthropology at Oxford, takes us on
many an intriguing legal byway… [An] exceptionally rich narrative…”―Wall Street Journal"In this
panoramic history, Pirie tells the story of the rise and fall of systems of law across the
civilizations, empires, and societies of the ancient and modern world."―Foreign Affairs“A
valuable study for students of the law and its evolution over the millennia."―Kirkus Reviews“An
intriguing synthesis of the history of global legal codes and their origins.”―Library Journal"The
Rule of Laws is a fascinating, comprehensive study that forces us to think again about what law
is, and why it matters. Far from being a dry set of rules, Fernanda Pirie argues, law is nothing
less than a way of creating order and civilization. For those who want to understand why human
society has emerged as it has, this is essential reading.”―Rana Mitter, University of Oxford"The
Rule of Laws offers a pathbreaking and stimulating account of how societies across different
regions and epochs drew upon secular, sacred, and scholarly traditions to create laws that
organized the lives of their citizens. Pirie leads readers across five millennia to show the diverse
and sophisticated legal systems developed in states across Europe, Africa, Asia, and the
Americas before explaining how the European-derived legal structures of our time achieved a
rather unlikely and historically anomalous global dominance. This expansive narrative
challenges what we think we know about legal history and the assumptions we make about law’s
future.”―Edward J. Watts, author of Mortal Republic: How Rome Fell into Tyranny --This text
refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorFernanda Pirie is professor of the
anthropology of law at the University of Oxford. She is the author of The Anthropology of
Law and has conducted fieldwork in the mountains of Ladakh and the grasslands of eastern
Tibet. She previously spent almost a decade practicing as a barrister at the London bar. She
lives in Oxford, UK.   --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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Geocaching GPS: Stories of Romance, Adventure, & ConnectionEdited by Kimberly
EldredgeCopyright © 2015 New Frontier Books, IncAll rights reserved. No part of this
publication may be reproduced in whole or in part, or stored in any retrieval system, or
transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or
otherwise, without written permission of the author.Disclaimer & Terms of UseThe book was not
prepared, approved, licensed or endorsed by any of the owners of the trademarks or brand
names referred to in this book. Terms mentioned that are known or believed to be trademarks or
service marks have been indicated as such.The publisher and author make no representations
or warranties with respect to the accuracy or completeness of the contents of this work and
specifically disclaim all warranties, including without limitation warranties of fitness for a
particular purpose.No warranty may be created or extended or implied by sales or promotional
materials. Neither the publisher nor the author shall be liable for damages arising here from.Any
references to various brand name products and services are for information purposes only, and
are not intended to suggest endorsement or sponsorship of the author or
publisher.ContentsAcknowledgementsForewordThe Story Behind ‘Geocaching GPS’What is
Geocaching?Stories of RomanceA Beach ProposalFound It!Operation Treasure HuntCaching
on One LegMaking the Kansas Heartland GeocachesA Surprising Tradition(al) CacheStories of
AdventureGeocaching in PrisonWho Says Smoking Kills?Our First FTF or A Fool-hearty Twilight
QuestAnother Name For FunLake Mary’s CurseAn Adventure In RetailMidspring’s Night
DreamLewis Hills Geocaching EventBobbing for BobA Real Cliff HangerConcert on a
WaterfallOn a Stormy DayGood LockHot Adventure on Hot WheelsThe Challenging
GeocacheSteel FearsCache-22Stories of ConnectionOde to Swamp RatsA Quick Stop Along
the WayBeauty in AbandonmentThanks For The CacheBuckskin Run’s Last GeocacheAn
Obsession is BornHow Geocaching Changed a LifeWalk With MeFinding FriendsHow
“Penguinmolly” Became “GeopenguinsH”Along for the HikeInspiration from “The
Greats”Geocaching is for LoversExtrasCommon Geocaching TermsGetting Started
GeocachingA Favor to Ask…About the EditorOther Books From Kimberly
EldredgeAcknowledgementsSpecial thanks to Mr. Bryan Roth from Geocaching.com for not only
his tireless work to make sure this game runs smoothly and is fun for all, but also for his
generous gift of time to write the foreword. Mr. Roth, your contribution makes this a much better
book.I’d also like to thank the 43 wonderful geocachers in the book – without you and your
families this book never would have happened. I appreciate all you do to place caches, support
each other, and the time and effort you put into your story. I’m so proud of you all and honored to
be your editor and a geocacher in your company.And, as always, thanks for their support and
tireless “cheerleader” effort goes to my folks, Bruce and Rose Eldredge, and my soul-mate, Ben.
Here’s to many happy years for geocaching for us all!ForewordIf you ask geocachers how they
would describe the game of geocaching, almost all of them would include the phrase ‘treasure
hunting’ in their description. They would generally be using the word ‘treasure’ to describe one or
more of the millions of physical boxes hidden around the world waiting to be found by



geocachers.If you look a little bit deeper, however, you would find that the other treasures
they’ve found have a value that greatly exceeds physical boxes. In fact, all over the world,
geocachers are finding and experiencing the type of treasures that make life truly worth living.
These treasures are the adventures they share and the relationships they create with other
people along the way.At its core, geocaching is a game of hide and seek played by many
millions of people all over the world. Among all these people worldwide, there are different
cultures, different traditions and different beliefs. Yet, when it comes to geocaching, they are all
bound together by a spirit of adventure, a yearning to explore, and a desire to create, share, and
play together. It is, in part, this common bond that makes the creation of lasting relationships
among geocachers so prevalent within the community.Geocachers are putting their time and
effort into creating many different ways for others to have fun, including geocaches, events,
trackables, and more. Families with children, students, business travelers, retirees, scout troops,
and everyone else can easily find and experience outdoor adventures, just about anywhere in
the world.Through geocaching, many geocachers have met their life-partner, explored far off
destinations, formed international friendships, achieved positive fitness results, faced fears,
conquered adversity, reconnected with family members, given back to their communities, and
much more. Their stories, treasures in themselves, are then shared at events, online, on the trail,
and in books like this one.Over the past 15 years as one of three co-founders of
Geocaching.com, I have been honored to witness geocaching touching the lives of millions of
people worldwide in so many positive ways. Aside from geocaching being a large part of my
occupation over the past 14 years, geocaching has had a profound effect on my personal life.On
November 18, 2001, I was invited to attend the Washington Potluck and Quilting Bee
Geocaching Event (GC26D6) at Marymoor Park in Washington State by my friend and co-
founder Jeremy Irish. It was the first geocaching event that I had ever attended and it changed
the course of my life forever.When geocachers meet other geocachers at events or on the trail,
conversations flow easily. We already have so much in common and we can always talk about
the game and our experiences. Of course, there is often something fun to find nearby. This lends
itself to the easy creation of new connections, impromptu geocaching excursions, and even
chance meetings with our future spouses. Such was the case with me.It was at this potluck
geocaching event that I met a wonderful geocacher named Heidi and her son Dylan. We met,
talked about geocaching, went on a few geocaching dates, and fell in love. After getting married
and legally adopting Dylan, Heidi and I had a baby boy named Nicholas. Over the past many
years, we have been fortunate to enjoy many wonderful geocaching excursions together. We’ve
attended geocaching events together, and met geocachers from all over the world, spending
time with them and developing true friendships. We have shared adventures with people that we
never would have met if not for geocaching. And now, we consider these geocachers to be part
of our extended family. For me, the relationships that we have with other geocachers are the very
best part of this game. I believe that many geocachers have experienced something similar,
developing friendships, sharing adventures, and establishing strong bonds with those who



they’ve met through geocaching whether in person or online. It is people inspiring other people
to get outside and have fun. It is people joining others on the trail and at events. Geocaching is
touching lives because it is creating opportunities for people to play together and build
relationships.So, to all of you who create geocaches, all of you who host geocaching events, and
all of you who contribute positively to the global geocaching community in any way, thank you!
You are helping to build community and make connections among people all over the
world.Enjoy these stories. Then, go outside, have some adventures and make some new friends.
Treasures abound!– Bryan Roth,Geocaching Co-FounderGeocaching name: BryanThe Story
Behind ‘Geocaching GPS’I’ve been geocaching for a long time – like since 2008. I’ve run a
geocaching blog at FindYourGeocache.com since 2009. Something that has always struck me is
the wonderful stories geocachers have. Sure, there’s the “There’s great swag in this cache” or
the “Muggles were EVERYWHERE around that cache” type stories, but there were even more
stories of how a game of “Using multi-million dollar safelights to find Tupperware® in the woods”
has changed lives.My life’s purpose it to help people write and publish their books – so what
better use of my gifts and talent than to do the same for the geocaching community?The stories
in this book were collected via a free writing contest. My goal was to bring you 30 stories and this
book has 43. Authors and stories come from four different continents: North America, Europe,
Africa, and Australia and a multitude of countries. The wonderful response to this project from
the geocaching community completely blew my mind! I know many geocachers and muggles
alike who are thrilled to be finally holding this book in their hands.For many of the authors, this is
their first publication. The thing they call have in common, however, is that they all have an
amazing feel-good story to share.Most of the authors included in this anthology are not
professional authors. Their stories have been lightly edited for clarity, but the words are their
own. For a few of the authors, English is NOT their first language so the story was edited for
clarity but also to leave the voice intact. The unusual turns of phrase or awkwardness is
intentional to make sure their personality comes through!I’m honored to have been entrusted
with their words, their stories, and their messages. I hope you enjoy reading “Geocaching GPS”
as much as we all enjoyed creating it for you.Kim EldredgeTippySheepNote: Under the story’s
title, you’ll find both the real name of the author and their geocaching name.There may be terms
you don’t recognize, like Muggle or GZ, that are unique to the game of geocaching. Please find
an explanation of these terms at the end of the book. Additional information about geocaching
can be found in the “Extras” section.What is Geocaching?Just in case you’ve never heard of this
game or received this book as a gift!Geocaching is a high-tech treasure hunting game played
throughout the world by adventure seekers equipped with GPS devices. The basic idea is to
locate hidden containers, called “geocaches” or just simply “caches”, and then share your
experiences online.Other geocachers obtain the coordinates and seek out the cache using their
handheld GPS devices. The finding geocachers record their find in the logbook and then they
also record the find online.Geocaching is enjoyed by people from all age groups, with a strong
sense of community and support for the environment.Geocache ContainersA geocaching



container should be water-proof, critter-proof, and well hidden. It can be anything from a micro-
cache to a container large enough for “swag”. Geocache container sizes range from film
canisters often called “microcaches,” too small to hold anything more than a tiny paper log, to
five-gallon buckets or even larger containers.Geocache containers are often camouflaged with
paint or tape to make them blend in with their surroundings. Imagine finding a film canister, spray-
painted green and brown, in a forest! With a GPS to help, that is exactly what geocachers do
every day.For the traditional geocache, a geocacher will hide a waterproof container, containing
a log book (with pen or pencil) and trinkets or some sort of treasures, then note the cache’s
coordinates. These coordinates, along with other details of the location, are posted on the
Geocaching.com website.Geocache Prizes or “Swag“Swag” are the goodies left inside a
geocache. The rule is: take something of equal value to what you are leaving. You don’t have to
take anything if you’re more into the thrill of the find.Typical cache treasures are not high in
monetary value but may hold personal value to the finder. Aside from the logbook, common
cache contents are unusual coins or currency, small toys, ornamental buttons, geocoins, or
other small itemsOccasionally, higher value items are included in geocaches, normally reserved
for the first to find, or “FTF”, or in locations which are harder to reach.Speaking of “FTF”,
geocachers use a type of “shorthand” to make notes to other geocachers in the logbook.
Examples are: TNLN (Took Nothing, Left Nothing); SL (Signed Log); and TFTF (Thanks For The
Find.)Trackable ItemsAttach a Travel Bug tag to an item, create a mission for its travels, and then
place the item into a geocache. As your Travel Bug moves from geocache to geocache, picking
up stories and photos along the way, you can live vicariously through the bug’s adventures!
Cachers who initially place a Travel Bug or Geocoin often assign specific goals for their
trackable items. One such goal could be to pass it westward across the continent.Geocoins
work similarly to Travel Bugs in that they are trackable and can travel the world. Some geocoins
are often created as signature items by geocachers and can also be used as collectibles.
Collectable geocoins are not trackable.Stories of RomanceA Beach ProposalDuane BolinEl
Pollo Loco GangKaren and I met on a lovely October weekend during the Fall Festival in
Evansville, Indiana. During our first few months of dating, I shared with her many “war stories” of
my geocaching exploits in the past. We both love the great outdoors and had gone hiking
together several times so it was only a matter of time before we decided to begin geocaching
together.Karen and I knew we were meant to be together from the moment we met.
Nevertheless, we took things slowly. We enjoyed many adventures together over the next year. In
addition to hikes in the Hoosier National Forest, we explored all sorts of interesting places during
our travels.In particular, we had a blast exploring Chicago, Illinois as only geocachers can!As
time passed, I knew I wanted to ask Karen to marry me… but I wanted it to be a memorable
surprise. With a trip to Florida approaching, I decided that a walk on a deserted beach would be
the perfect way to pop the question. But where could I find the perfect location?As has
happened so many times in the past, I found what I wanted through geocaching. As I planned
our Florida trip, I kept my eyes open for interesting caches and locations. It wasn’t long before all



the pieces began to fall into place.I awoke on March 25, 2014, in Bradenton, Florida. I had
butterflies in my stomach, because I was so excited to get going. I told Karen that we would be
going geocaching the whole day, seeing a variety of sights and ending the day with a nice
hike.We headed south toward the first cache of the day, a difficult puzzle that presented the
opportunity for a first-to-find three years in the making. The cache was called Evil Angel
(GC2NFTW) and it certainly lived up to its name. Hidden in February 2011, the cache had
remained unsolved and unfound for three years.When I first saw the puzzle, the cipher text
looked familiar. As it turns out, I had solved a similar puzzle in Indiana, so I knew which website
to use. Unfortunately, I didn’t know the exact code to use to extract the solution, so I had to finish
the code-cracking by hand. Eventually I was able to crack the puzzle.I was excited when we
reached ground zero, as I had never had the chance to solve a puzzle and get a first-to-find on
an infamous puzzle that had sat unfound for multiple years. Karen and I searched for a few
minutes with no luck. I was afraid our special day was going to get off to a bad start. Could we
really come this far with the correct coordinates and still not make the find?Nope! After walking a
few feet away from ground zero, I turned and spotted the cache. Relief swept through me, and
we opened the cache to find a blank log. Success! We signed in as the first-to-find, took a few
pictures, and then headed toward the coast.Our next stop was Sanibel Island. We visited the
virtual cache at the old lighthouse (GC919C) and then checked out a couple of cool
EarthCaches on the beaches nearby. Karen wanted to linger a bit longer, but I told her better
things were ahead. So we headed north toward Venice.After enjoying some delicious gelato in
downtown Venice, we headed toward our promised hike and destination cache: Casperson’s
Beach Cache (GC4CEF). I chose this cache because of the first lines of its description: “An
easygoing 1.5 mile trek along the Florida Gulf of Mexico shoreline. You can take the inland trail to
the cache and then walk along the beach on the way back.”The cache description promised an
interesting hike with chances to see authentic Florida wildlife, followed by a stroll along a mostly-
deserted stretch of pristine beach. It did not disappoint. Along the hike to the cache, we saw
blooming cacti, beautiful birds, several gopher tortoises, and even an armadillo!After playing
with a couple of the tortoises and taking some turtle “selfies,” we made our way to ground zero.
Karen came up with the find on the cache, and we signed the log. At that point, we were ready
for some beach time. Little did Karen know that the best was yet to come.We made our way
toward the shore through an area that was a bit like a jungle. When we spied the Gulf, we
realized that we were on a small bluff above the shore. We found a tree whose roots made a
series of steps down to the sand.Nearby, we found a palm tree that stretched from the sand up
to the top of the small bluff. It was the perfect spot to sit and take in the sun and waves. I sat
down on the trunk of the tree and motioned for Karen to join me. She sat down and leaned back
against me. I wrapped my arms around her and kissed the back of her neck.A gentle breeze
brought the sounds of sea gulls to our ears. The clouds that had blanketed the sky earlier in the
day had finally departed. The sunshine warmed our skin, and we could taste the salt in the dewy
air. We dug our toes down into the soft, yet rough sand, soaking up the beauty of this lonely



stretch of beach.I wanted to let that moment play out forever, but the anticipation that had been
building within me all day would not wait any longer. I pulled my Bible out of my pack and told
Karen I wanted to share a verse with her. She seemed a little surprised, so I thought she might
be getting suspicious. Later she would tell me that she simply felt overcome by a sense of
peace.I opened the Bible to the spot I had bookmarked. The engagement ring was tied to the
bookmark cord, so I gently untied it with shaking hands as I pretended to search for the verse I
wanted. With the ring finally untied, I grasped it tightly with two fingers, took a deep breath and
began to read.As I read Ecclesiastes 4:12: “And a threefold cord is not quickly broken,” I held up
the engagement ring, which was a handmade white gold ring with a band that consisted of a
threefold cord. As Karen stared at the ring with the verse echoing in her ears, I asked, “Will you
marry me?”Time seemed to stand still, as the verse, the ring, and the question sunk in. Karen
reached for the ring and whispered “Yes!” as tears began to roll down her cheeks. I hugged her
tight and we began to talk about what a perfect day it had been.We walked back a couple of
miles along the deserted beach. I say we walked, but in truth I’m not sure our feet were really
touching the sand. As I later wrote in our online log, Casperson’s Beach Cache became a cache
we would never forget.Found It!Sonya FazioKrazyTrollzWho would have thought a GPS, a few
ammo cans, some goofy trinkets, and a walk in the woods would change my life?I had heard
about this activity called geocaching from a friend... Geo- what?! Yes, you know... high tech
scavenger hunting using a GPS. Where you go look for stuff hidden in the woods. AND
sometimes you find goodies you can swap out. I was looking for something different to do and
always enjoyed the outdoors so why not try it?I was invited to go orienteering, another thing I
had never heard of, and then was told we’d do that scavenging thing in the woods afterwards
and go look for “stuff”. The orienteering thing was fun, and confusing, but it was nice doing
something I normally wouldn’t do. But then after that was over, I was handed this yellow gadget,
told to look at the screen and ‘FIND IT’. HUH? It took some getting used to but I was able to
follow directions and started heading in the direction the ‘thing’ told me to. And, when we got
‘close enough’ I was told to ‘start looking’. To this day I don’t remember what kind of container it
was but it was big enough to drag some sticks off, open it, and find trinkets. I was so excited to
have found this thing in the woods, sign a piece of paper, and look at stuff people left behind I
wanted to do it again. And again we did. After we found a few, it started getting dark and it was
time to go, but one thing was for certain: I was intrigued with a capital “I”. A few weeks later, the
same friend asked me if I wanted to go to a geocaching campout weekend. I reluctantly agreed
to go hang out with a bunch of strangers that hunted for these things in the woods and carried
GPS units around with them. So, off to Parvin State Park in New Jersey we went. I met some
incredibly nice people and did the same “Looking For Treasures” as before.That Saturday
evening, while folks were sitting around the campground chatting, I was sitting by the camper
reflecting on the events of the day, when some tall blond guy came up to me, and said : “contrary
to popular belief, women cheat more than men” while wearing a shirt that said “It’s 10 PM, Do
you know where your spouse is”? I wasn’t sure if I was offended or amused and asked him why



men liked women that treated them badly! We started talking about how long we each were
Geocaching and about the group. . The whole experience was kind of annoying but we just kept
talking. Until 2 am.He still annoyed me the next morning, but came and found me. Then he
handed me this “travel bug” thing and told me to take it close to where I lived. I took it and
thought, He didn’t even ASK me! Why am I doing this?!But I wanted to find out what I was
supposed to do with this “thing”. So I took it. You’d think that the story would end there: with me
holding the travel bug… But somewhere along the line at the camping event, I had given “that
guy” my cellphone number... and the texts started.My sister remembers me talking about this
“Jim guy” all the time. My memories are different: I remember him being annoying.The “Jim guy”
and I got together a few months afterward to go caching with one of his friends. The next time we
met up was without said friend. We started hanging out and going to events together. They say
animals are a good judge of character; my parrots (feathered kids) liked him, so I figured he was
probably okay. Eventually he moved to PennsylvaniaIn November 2012, we were married. From
caching partner to partner in life I would never have guessed that I would have met my husband
in the woods when I wasn’t looking for love, not even a little bit!Thanks to this crazy scavenger
hunt, we both “FOUND IT” - each other. This November we will have been married 3 years and in
August will have known each other 10 years. It’s a priceless gift.Operation Treasure HuntSonny
PortacioTeam PodCacheOur story begins with a blind date. My friend Steve wanted to introduce
me to his sister, Sandy and asked me if I wanted to come over to dinner. I replied “Uh, no, not
really.”If things “didn’t work out” I envisioned an awkward and uncomfortable situation. Instead, I
offered a more casual and relaxed alternative. “It’s called GEOCACHING,” I told him and
proceeded to describe this new activity that had captured my attention. He said it sounded like a
good idea. So, a few days later, we all went geocaching. Sandy, her brother, his wife, and their
three kids all came along on the “blind date” between Sandy and myself.After many more
geocaching expeditions, I realized I wanted to spend the rest of my life with her. I needed to
come up with a unique way to propose. I needed something creative, meaningful and
memorable. Geocaching seemed to be an eloquent, poetic, and meaningful way, and so the
planning began…I created a fake cache page by pasting together parts of a page and
photocopying it. It looked slightly different from real cache pages, so I photocopied those as well
for consistency. (Yes, it was before paperless caching!)I created the cache container, painted it
camouflage green, took it out in the back yard, sprayed it with a hose and tossed dirt on it to
“age” it and make it look authentic.I scouted out a location in San Diego and checked angles
from which a photographer could capture the moment. I checked for entrance points and
locations a lookout could be positioned. I timed the route we would need to drive. I took dozens
of photographs of the location. I then recruited my accomplices: a lookout and a
photographer.Linda was the lookout for “Operation Treasure Hunt” and Gary was the guard/
photographer. They hid the cache container, with the engagement ring inside, and Gary stayed
to watch the cache. After all, I couldn’t risk the ring – or the surprise!Linda positioned herself
down the road, with binoculars to spot our incoming car, and walkie talkies to notify Gary of our



arrival. Once my car was spotted, he moved from guarding the container to the photo shooting
position.On the day of the proposal, I woke up early and a bit nervous, worrying about my
sweating hands. But once I met up with Sandy for the day, all stage fright left me and I was
absolutely fine! Now to execute the plan: Come up with things to do for the first part of the day,
and then by any means, be at ground zero at 2:00! We left for the day with too much time to burn.
I needed to figure out strategies to stall and use up time. I was constantly sneaking looks at my
watch.While I drove, Sandy entered the coordinates to several caches into the GPS from the
sheets that I handed her. We killed time browsing at REI but it was still too early. I took her to a
photo spot and we snapped a few photos overlooking the San Diego bay. I’ve never experienced
a day passing so slowly!Finally it was time to head to the cache site. I drove slowly near “Linda’s
lookout” location to make sure my car was spotted. We got to the parking lot near ground zero
and I saw Gary with a hat and sunglasses. I smiled as I knew that everything was going to be
okay. We proceeded down to the cache area and Sandy followed the coordinates to the cache
bush. I “spotted” it quickly and gave her the container to open and “log” the find.
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Well rounded anthology that really shows the importance of a hobby such
as this in one's life!. Geocaching has been my family's passion for the past twelve years, so
when I discovered the writing contest that could possibly lead to publication in this geo-
anthology, I was excited . And of course I was thrilled when I was informed that my poem - Ode
to Swamp Rats - was to be published. Now that I have a copy of the book in hand, that thrill
turns to a feeling of being honored to have my work side-by-side with many amazing tales of
romance, adventure and connection written by fellow geocachers worldwide.The editor does an
excellent job creating a well rounded collection which includes the writings of those of all ages,
motivations, and abilities . There are beautiful stories about how geocaching heals broken
hearts and leads to marital bliss, eases grief after the loss of a loved one, creates a world where
conditions such as Agoraphobia and Asperger Syndrome can be overcome...and of course
where people learn that adventure , whether extreme or just plain fun, is right outside your door.
This will be a fun one to revisit often.”

Timothy Martin, “Excellent book for geocachers and muggles alike.. Excellent book for
geocachers and muggles alike - a muggle is anyone other than a geocacher.The book contains
many short stories written by geocachers from around the world. The stories are well written and
well edited for an enjoyable read. I enjoyed all three sections of the book but my favorite stories
were predominantly in the Stories of Connection section. I have read that section several times
already and I've only had the book for a few days. I must admit that I may be a bit biased toward
that section because it contains a story about my daughter who lost her life prematurely to
cancer several years ago. However, there are many other poignant stories in the book. In
addition, there are several stories such as "Midspring's Night Dream and "Concert on a
Waterfall" that could easily have been included in any of the sections of the book. Thank you for
a great collection of stories.”

kellyglazner, “If you enjoy geocaching you will like this book. This book features true stories
about geocaching. If you enjoy geocaching you will like this book. Personally, I think the stories
are too short but that makes the book easy to read in short spurts, which I also like. The book
proves that geocaching adventures are as different as the people who participate in the sport.”

Becky Crockrell, “Amazing Book!. This is an amazing anthology of Geocaching stories from all
over. I am very proud to be a contributor as well as a reader of this amazing book. It tells so many
different stories from different people who have come together in a community that cares about
adventure and one another.Amazing book!”

Jessie, “This is a great compilation of short stories to inspire you to enjoy .... A lovely read for
everyone - from those who are contemplating giving geocaching a try to those with thousands of



finds. This is a great compilation of short stories to inspire you to enjoy nature through the lens
of geocaching.”

Amy Jones, “Great book!. Great book and a great read about love, adventure and connection.
For those who have never tried geocaching it gives you a fantastic idea of just how amazingly
fun it can be”

The book by Kimberly Eldredge has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 23 people have provided feedback.
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